Storm & Solace Book Club Questions
GENERAL QUESTIONS
● Beauty & the Beast is a classic story, how did you feel about the role-reversals? Did the
reimagining make the story fresh? Did you look at it in a new light? (See the B&B Arc below)
● Were there any lines, passages, or scenes that spoke to you?
● If you could meet one of the characters right now, who would it be? Why?
● Would you have given the book a different title? If yes, what would your title be?
● What is the significance of the title?
● What surprised you most about the book?
● What did you learn from this book?
● Have any of your personal views changed because of this book? If so, how?
● What three words would you use to describe this book?
● Have you read other books by this author? How did they compare to this book?
THEME & LITERARY ELEMENTS
● Were there any plot twists that you loved?
● What are the themes in the original Beauty & the Beast?
● Are the themes the same in Storm & Solace? Or are there different themes?
● How did the location of the story affect the overall feel? Was the location a character itself?
Would this story have worked in a more sunny location or a larger area?
● Is it okay to be selfish when you are mourning? How long should you give people to work
through a huge loss?
CHARACTER QUESTIONS
● What is your first impression of Saxa and her sisters, Atla and Imth?
● Were there times you disagreed with a character’s actions? What would you have done
differently?
● Would you have given Saxa “tough love” to help her move past her grief? What would that look
like?
● Were the main characters static or dynamic? In other words, did they stay the same? Or did
they change as the book progressed?
● What character are you more like? Which are you the least like? Was this surprising?
● Who’s your favorite character? Why?
● Would you trade places with any of the characters? Who? Why?
● If you could meet one of the characters right now, who would it be? Why?
● Can you relate the grief that Saxa experienced? If yes, do you think that made you see her
actions differently than others who can’t relate? Do you view the actions of her sisters more
harshly?
The next two questions have spoilers, wait until you finish the book.
● Was Awine redeemable (or did she need to die)? What would it have taken to change her?
● Even though Saxa nearly loses everything, she is stronger at the end of the book than she was
previously (i.e. she can transform into a dragon, etc.). Where do you think this newfound
strength comes from? How will that shape the future?
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Beauty & the Beast Story Arc Looking at the classic story arc, did Storm and Solace stick to it?
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Someone of affluence is cursed and becomes the Beast
Death clock is established
Beauty is desired by a popular suitor
A relative of Beauty tresspasses on the Beast’s land
The relative is condemned for their trespass
Beauty trades places with the relative
Beauty and the Beast slowly get to know one another
Magic mirror allows Beauty to see her family
Through the mirror, Beauty finds that the relative is in trouble
Beast releases Beauty to save the relative
Beauty is betrayed
Mirror is discovered
The suitor rallies the people against the Beast
Death clock runs out
Beast is redeemed and revived
Happily ever after
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